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I Am Here, by Johannes Klabbers; A Long Time Coming, by Melanie Joosten

Melanie Joosten’s fine collection A Long Time Coming: Essays on Old Age
investigates and reflects on how life is lived by many who may be at that
“invisible turning point where we stop respecting the old and begin punishing
them for existing”.

Her essays include accounts of visits to nursing homes, interviews with residents
and staff, reflections on understanding dementia through fiction, on her
particular dedication to writing and reading, and on her interest in how women
experience ageing. In one chapter she explores “why old age should be a
feminist cause”.
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I Am Here: Stories from a Cancer Ward consists of Johannes Klabbers’s
wonderfully insightful vignettes, documenting his year as an unpaid intern
training to be a pastoral carer in a large Melbourne cancer hospital.

As a nonbeliever he was taken aback when asked to provide a reference from a
priest, though the position was for a secular pastoral carer. Eventually this
request was overturned, presumably because more than one-third of patients do
not specify a religious affiliation. Klabbers realises that “a pastoral worker has to
be able to work with anyone, regardless of their belief or disbelief”.

Sometimes fleeting, always tactful, Klabbers’s interactions with patients (he only
sees them if requested) are also often inspired. There is a surprising amount of
wry wit and humour.

We witness him learning and thinking his way into the role. He makes mistakes.
He despairs. He has small triumphs. He makes a connection, then the patient is
moved or dies. His observations are acute. Depending on what he gleans about a
patient’s state of mind and interests, he chats to them about football, their
family, art or quantum physics, but rarely about their illness.

Klabbers is a keen student of quantum theory and philosophy. They are his
“consolations” and inform how he lives and sees the world. He reveals a
chequered past as an alcoholic and a drug addict. He does not spare himself but
writes himself into some kind of understanding. He is relocating to The
Netherlands to research his next book on approaches to supporting those with a
terminal illness.

“I realised,’’ he writes, “you can only tell your own story, and how it connects
with other people’s stories … So this is a memoir: it is a book about how I
experienced and remember the events: it does not attempt to provide a factual
account. This is the story of how I was touched, challenged and profoundly
moved by my encounters.”



He interacts with patients, their families and staff. Some are amalgams and
names are, of course, changed. One patient who becomes special to him is Julia.
Klabbers spends a lot of time with her, her husband and daughter. He realises
that Julia’s greatest fear and sadness arise from her concern for the future of her
beloved daughter. How Klabbers deals with Julia encapsulates his dedicated,
understated, if occasionally unorthodox approach.

Unexpectedly, Klabbers and Joosten have much in common. Both have Dutch
connections: Klabbers came to Australia from Holland at 22; Joosten is Dutch on
one side of her family. Given the enlightened methods The Netherlands
employs in treating its elderly and dying, the origins and interests of these two
writers may be significant. Both gave up arts-related %uareers to work in their
current fields.

Joosten is a noted writer whose award-winning debut novel, Berlin Syndrome, is
being filmed. She left her job working on architectural and design magazines to
undertake a masters in social work and now works at the National Ageing
Research Institute. Klabbers was an artist and a tenured lecturer in art at
regional universities. When he resigned, disillusioned, “I had no idea … what I
would do … I knew that I wanted to spend my time with real human beings ...
and to find out if I could make a real difference in some people’s lives.” He reads
widely about the Holocaust, wanting to “learn about suffering”. Thinking about
the needs of often very ill people, he decides his core business is to be present
and to listen well.

Perhaps Joosten’s most confronting observations are that in our youth-obsessed
society we “punish the old”, especially women, and that we even deny people
“the right to be old”. Particularly in hospitals and aged-care homes, “old age is
to be managed rather than lived”. She asks: “When did we stop being a
community willing to care for its elderly, and become providers delivering
services to consumers and seeking to make a profit? ... I suspect it was about the



time the well-meaning phrase ‘person-centred care’ came into existence, a rude
tautology that robs every individual of their selfhood.” Of her Australian
grandparents, she says: “They lived, and as part of living they grew old.”

Joosten is not afraid to challenge assumptions such as the benefits of a
“relentless positivity agenda”. Is it a “misleading myth” that we should always
aim to be “fit, healthy, productive and engaged with life”? What of those with
chronic illnesses? “In many ways, positive ageing is an endeavour not to age at
all — to achieve the fantasy of agelessness … For many, old age is not a kind place
to be.”

As well as conducting interviews, observing and researching, Joosten chats and
listens, attends funerals, has coffee, pays social visits and paints vivid word-
pictures. She is critical of aged-care “facilities”, many of which no longer have a
registered nurse and where minimally trained and underpaid staff struggle to
provide even basic care. Her visit to an ‘‘open’’ Tiwi Island aged-care home
reveals a stark contrast to most of our constrained, risk-averse places where
routine, the clock and overstretched staff determine what the old and infirm can
do. In one case when a ‘‘client’’ dies it does not occur to anyone to make it
possible for her closest friend to attend her funeral.

Both these books are bold and show deep commitment and quite profound levels
of insight and compassion alongside hard-headed observations about societal
and political attitudes to ageing and death. Klabbers writes that he feels he
wasted 30 years of his life trying to “make art”. He then continues: “Maybe I’ve
found a way — a humble, minimalist way. And maybe there is a way this book
can become art.” Both books achieve this.

Agnes Nieuwenhuizen is an ageing writer and reviewer.
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Brexit is a buying opportunity
(http://www.theaustralian.com.au/business/opinion/alan-
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Kohler

That an exit is nowhere near as damaging as predicted is beside the point:
volatility itself is the game.

UK has never been more divided
(http://www.theaustralian.com.au/news/world/the-times/brexit-the-
uk-has-never-been-more-divided/news-
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never-been-more-divided/news-
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The Brexit campaign has been a ten-week horror show that exposed fault lines
by age, region, class and education.

A reality check for the EU
(http://www.theaustralian.com.au/opinion/blogs/brexit-vote-rest-of-
the-world-has-moved-on-from-the-eu/news-
story/82e77e0716fe10e7c0b5f4229df4d4e4)

(http://www.theaustralian.com.au/opinion/blogs/brexit-vote-rest-of-the-
world-has-moved-on-from-the-eu/news-
story/82e77e0716fe10e7c0b5f4229df4d4e4)Jack the Insider

For many regions, the European Union is an exclusionary trading bloc that has
done great harm to its people.

Selling things people don’t need
(http://www.theaustralian.com.au/business/companies/targets-guy-
russo-tells-it-how-it-is-in-retail/news-
story/25957597fc4b919fab99255e4a6dea51)
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Target boss Guy Russo delivers a frank assessment of the retailer’s woes.

PM’s triple whammy at Shorten
(http://www.theaustralian.com.au/federal-election-2016/federal-
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2016-turnbull-unleashes-triple-whammy-on-shorten/news-
story/517be5e7b77ed15bf586cf97a0d59dbb)SID MAHER

Malcolm Turnbull unleashes a triple attack on Bill Shorten over union links,
Medicare scare campaign and boats policy.

Unions, activists to bash Joyce
(http://www.theaustralian.com.au/federal-election-2016/federal-
election-2016-unions-activists-join-to-bash-joyce/news-
story/dd306532e4476c4f37c2029260d0bc3e)
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Hard-left unions and activist organisations have formed an alliance aiming to
unseat Deputy PM Barnaby Joyce.

NBA swoops on Aussie aces
(http://www.theaustralian.com.au/sport/live-nba-draft-2016-ben-
simmons-picked-first-overall-by-philadelphia-76ers/news-
story/c3f721c139aa3e97f5c882862c33c768)
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A Sudanese refugee from Perth has joined Ben Simmons as a top-10 draft pick
on a historic day for Australian sport.

Radio legend, ex-MP mourned
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(http://www.theaustralian.com.au/business/media/legendary-radio-
broadcaster-eoin-cameron-has-died/news-
story/d3cfb11d894755055dd8342073bc8cf3)Michael Bodey, Andrew Burrell

John Howard has led tributes to top-rating ABC host and former Liberal MP Eoin
Cameron, who has died suddenly.
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